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The aim of Circada Storm is to iterate on a previous
wearable resistance project. Building on the concept
of collective condemnation through synchronized 
wearables, this project combines sound and light for
maximum impact. It is to be used in a protest setting.

Circada Storm has a series of actuators that react to
either the wearer’s alteration of the device, or to the
ambient light surrounding them.

The main components are LEDs, a buzzer, a light-
dependent resistor, and a snap button.



THE CALMTHE CALM

As protesters gather, they wear their
Circada Storms in “calm” mode.

This means that the wearable sits
atop their shoulders. In this mode,
no sound is activated. However, if 
the protester is in a darkened setting,
the LEDs will turn on, illuminating 
the wearer’s shoulders.

Through the addition of fibre optic
cables, the light from the LED 
spreads over the sewed seams.
This highlights the construction, and
adds a layer of unified visibility to a 
protest. 

One could imagine a protester on
her way to the gathering, illuminated
as she walks down the street. Her
homemade, open-source wearable
drapes hers shoulders like a cape.



THE STORM
THE STORM

Once gathered, the protesters will
collectively trigger “The Storm”.

To do this, a Circada Storm wearer
folds their device up into a hood, 
and fastens it in place using the 
snap button. This button triggers 
the buzzer to play a protest melody
or sound. In a crowd of Circada 
Storms, this sound is amplified into
a call of condemnation against the
subject of protest.

The same LED functions from The
Calm mode carry over here. In the
dark, the Circada Storm lights up.
However, while folded in a hood, it
turns the light inward, illuminating 
the wearer’s face. In this mode, 
rather than a solid light, the LEDs 
blink.



CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

ACTIVATION PLAN
ACTIVATION PLAN

NEXT STEPS
NEXT STEPS

1
Upcycled Hoodie Made From Scratch

Create Patterns

Create Instructions

Choosing a Feasible Microcontroller

Branding + Expansion

Proper Prototyping Board

Home-Built Maker Fundraiser

Downloadable sewing 
pattern + instructions

Instructions: reshape
an old hoodie

Activist oraganizations
lead events (beginners
build with help)

Experienced users
construct Circadas
at home

Users Choose How to Start:

Construction:2

Code Modularity
Options for only light
or sound actuators,
only button or sensor

Open-source and
accessible on GitHub

Code and Modularity:3



PARTSPARTS

CODECODE
int lightSensorValue = 0;
int lightSensorPin = A4;
int constrainedLightSensorValue = 0;
int threshold = 300;

int ledPin = 9;
int ledPin2 = 5;
int buzzerPin = 11;
int buttonPin = 10;
int buttonPinValue;

int C = 1047;
int CS = 1111; 
int D = 1175; 
int DS = 1239;
int E = 1319; 
int ES = 1383;
int F = 1397; 
int FS = 1461;
int G = 1568; 
int GS = 1632;
int A = 1760;
int AS = 1824; 
int B = 1976; 
int BS = 2040;
int c = 2093;
int cs = 2157;

void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(ledPin2, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(buzzerPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(buttonPin, INPUT_PULLUP);
  pinMode(lightSensorPin, INPUT);
}

void loop() {
  lightSensorValue = analogRead(lightSensorPin);
  

  Serial.print("Light Sensor Value: ");
  Serial.print(lightSensorValue);

  Serial.print(", Light Level: ");
  buttonPinValue = digitalRead(buttonPin);

  if(lightSensorValue<threshold && buttonPinValue 
== LOW){
    Serial.println("dark");
    digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(ledPin2, HIGH);
   tone(buzzerPin, CS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, AS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, ES, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, FS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, D, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, AS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, B, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, D, 50);
    delay(175);
  }
 

  else if(lightSensorValue>threshold && buttonPinValue
 == LOW){
    Serial.println("light");
    digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledPin2, LOW);
    tone(buzzerPin, CS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, AS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, ES, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, FS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, D, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, AS, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, B, 50);
    delay(175);
    tone(buzzerPin, D, 50);
    delay(175);
    }
  else{
    Serial.println("light");
    digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
    digitalWrite(ledPin2, LOW); 
  }
  }
  

FEATH-002829 Feather 32u4 Bluefruit LE Microcontroller
OPTRE-000007 Light Dependent Resistor - 7mm
LEDTU-390005 Super Bright 3mm LED - White
SPKBZ-221005 DC Buzzer
RESIS-541025 10K - 1/4W Resistor
LILYP-010867 Conductive Thread
PCBBB-000005 Half Size Breadboard - White
WIRES-089000 30AWG Wire Wrap - Black
WIRES-920011 22AWG Solid Wire - Black
WIRES-920011 22AWG Solid Wire - Red
WIRES-920011 22AWG Solid Wire - White
CONPH-100400 40 Pin Breakable Pin Header
HEATT-002001 2mm Heatshrink Tube - Black

Fibre Optic Cable (found - cheap toy)

Non-static fabric
Sewing thread
Conductive Metal SnapGITHUB: https://gist.github.com/sw13sg/67cdd56e219e5478fcc7426d3d649de0



PROCESSPROCESS

The original Circada wearable used
only a button and buzzer. To add
a layer of intrigue and impact, this
iteration saw the addition of LEDs
and light-dependent resistors. This
reflects the  differing needs and 
conditions of social movement
leaders. Ideally, creators could alter
their designs to include only either
the LED or buzzers to better suit
their individual needs. For example,
a vigil or solemn protest may want
to focus solely on the LED function.

In addition to different computing
functions, this round of Circada
had some structural alterations to
better conform to the head and
shoulders. The fibre optic cables 
came from an deconstructed light 
up hair clip.

Taken-apart toy (for fibre cables),
and testing circuit on board

Circuit layout on frontal piece. 
Careful consideration was made 
for wire placement.
To avoid short circuiting, used
thin wire for some actuators (LEDs)
rather than exposed conductive
thread.

Transferred (incorrectly) to prototyping board,
with wires marked using post-its.
Later had to return to breadboard, due to wrong
pin placement :(

Make-shift “plug” for fibre cables to fit into their
respective LEDs.
Using thread, clear nail polish, tin foil, and
electrical tape.


